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Noble Roots® Kissable Lips Sugar Scrub 
Exfoliate and add long-lasting moisture to your lips in one easy step, leaving them kiss-ably soft.  
This sugar scrub is the perfect addition to your DIY spa routine!  

Project Level: Easy 
 
Yield: 5 Lip Scrubs 
Quantity Product Name Percentage 
1 Heaping TBSP NobleBasics™ Natural Lip Balm Base 76.80% 
1 ½ tsp Granulated Sugar 23.00% 
1-2 Drops NoblePure™ Peppermint Essential Oil 0.20% 

 
Yield: 50 Lip Scrubs 
Quantity Product Name Percentage 
¾  Cup NobleBasics™ Natural Lip Balm Base 76.80% 
¼  Cup Granulated Sugar 23.00% 
10 Drops NoblePure™ Peppermint Essential Oil 0.20% 

 

Instructions: 
1. Start with NobleBasics™ Natural Lip Balm Base in a glass bowl.  Mix 

with spoon or mixer until softened. 
2. Add sugar and NoblePure™ Peppermint Essential Oil.  Mix until 

evenly distributed. We used regular granulated sugar for this recipe 
but you could substitute coarser sugar if preferred. You may also 
add more sugar if additional exfoliation is desired. 

3. Fill lip balm pucks or container of your choice. 
4. Let sit overnight to harden or refrigerate.  

 Make this recipe your own by changing out the essential oil or by 
adding a flavor or color.  Add more or less essential oil depending on the aroma you want in the 
final product. Keep in mind the more oil you add the softer the finished product.  

**This recipe is provided in good faith.  It is only a suggested formulation and is not a commercialized product. As such, it has not been 
tested for performance, efficacy or safety.  Before commercialization, you should thoroughly test the formulation or any variation of it, 
including how the formulation is packaged, to determine its performance, efficacy and safety.** 

Unique Features 

 NobleBasics™ Natural 
Lip Balm Base contains 
antioxidants for stability, 
jojoba esters for 
moisture without 
greasiness, and a 
natural lip shine. 

 NobleScent™ 
Peppermint Essential Oil 
adds a wonderfully 
minty fragrance that is a 
delight for the senses.  
This oil is 100% 
peppermint essential oil, 
steam distilled.  


